
When you walked you used force to push off the ground

When you picked up the toy you pulled it up off the ground

When you kicked the ball you pushed with your foot

When you ate breakfast you pushed your teeth together to mash up

the food and you pulled your tongue to swallow it all down!

explores FORCE
is all around us!  Well… forces are all around us anyways!The FOrce

A force is a push or a pull. When we use enough force in the right ways we

can move objects and ourselves!!

Think about the things you’ve done already

today and how you may have used force.

Did you walk or run?

Did you pick up any toys?

Did you bounce or kick a ball?

Did you eat or drink anything?

You used force to do all of those things!

maybe you never realized it
but the force is everywhere!



Lie on your belly near the bottom of your bed with your head facing your pillow and one
arm hanging off the side of the bed
    
Practice swimming freestyle with that hanging arm
            Did you move any closer to your pillow?
            Why not? What was missing?
Your arm was moving but there was nothing to push or pull against… nothing to apply
force to!  
 
Now ask a sibling or a parent to lie on the floor on their back near your bed
Have them wave their hands near the edge of your bed like water
    
Try swimming freestyle again!  
          What will you have to do to the “water” to move yourself?
 
-Still haven’t moved?  Ask your “water” to slow down.  Grab your parent or siblings hand
and pull yourself forward towards the pillow.
  
You can try the same thing lying on your back and swimming backstroke with one arm. 
Pull against the water to move yourself closer to the pillow
  
Now try pushing against your parents or siblings hand.  
             What happened?  Did you move forward or backwards?
    
That’s the same thing that happens when you swim in the pool!  The way you use force on
the water by pushing or pulling determines which direction you move!
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Did you know you use Force

when you swim?  Let's try it!

Who knew you were such a 

swimming jedi?! 



Build yourself your own BB-8 droid using a pingpong ball, aluminum foil, a pool noodle,
playdough, or anything else you have around the house…  things that float work best!
     
Now get a bowl of water or fill the bathtub and put your droid in!
 
Try using force to move your droid from one side of the tub to the other 
          Push it with your hand
          Pull it with a string
          Push and pull the water around the droid: on the sides, in front and in back
                        Does the droid move towards you or away from you when you push the 
                        water from behind?  What about if you pull from behind?  
          What other ways could you use force to move the droid?
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Let's try playing with force a little bit more!

We cant wait to get back to the pool but for now...  

May the force

Be with you

You need to use force to move in the water.

Think about how using force helps you swim.

How do you use force with your arms?

How do you use force with your legs?

Do you use force in different ways for different strokes?


